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ABSTRACT

3D tooth models were virtually restored: flowable composite resin þ bulk-fill composite (A),
glass ionomer cement þ bulk-fill composite (B) or adhesive þ bulk-fill composite (C).
Polymerization shrinkage and masticatory loads were simulated. All models exhibited the highest stress concentration at the enamel–restoration interfaces. A and C showed similar pattern
with lower magnitude in A in comparison to C. B showed lower stress in dentine and C the
highest cusps displacement. The use of glass ionomer cement or flowable composite resin in
combination with a bulk-fill composite improved the biomechanical behavior of deep class II
MO cavities.

Introduction
Resin based dental composites polymeric materials
become innovative in restorative dentistry for direct
application in dental decay treatment. This restorative
material can be applied to aesthetically and functionally rebuild the injured teeth with direct restorations
(Sideridou et al. 2011; Yazici et al. 2014; Borgia et al.
2019). Different potential cytotoxic risk effects of
dental composites have been described in the past
and associated to the resin monomers composition
during in vitro tests (Ausiello et al. 2013; Treglia et al.
2012). But there is no clinical evidence reported.
In class I and II dental restorations, when the
decay was removed and the final cavity was shaped
by the dentist, if it results in a wide deep ranging
cavity, different resin based material could be used, as
direct (by the dentist) or indirect (by laboratory)
techniques. Instruction is required to help dental
specialists to make the right decisions according to
the options (da Veiga et al. 2016).
Polymer based dental resin composites show a volumetric polymerization shrinkage (post gel shrinkage)
from 1% up to 4.5% depending on numerous chemical
and physical aspects, specifically the presence of methacrylate matrix monomers and the volume percent of
inorganic filler (Davidson and Feilzer 1997).
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Polymerization shrinkage and stress are two phenomena hardly linked each other and depending both
on the polymer characteristics normally used in dentistry. Young’s modulus of the polymer based material
(filling, flowable or luting resin composites) associated
with cavity geometry (boundary conditions) and stiffness of remaining tissue are considered critical factors
in the restoration stress distribution (Al Sunbul
et al. 2016).
Shrinkage stresses in adhesively restored class II
cavities of posterior teeth act along internal and marginal surfaces and they are potentially able to produce
a clinical failure by gap formation (Jantarat et al.
2001; Han et al. 2016). Several investigators justify
that stresses in a dental polymer material by the
dimensional changes of the material at the interface
of tooth or by incidence of the occlusal loads
(Versluis et al. 2004).
These phenomena have been investigated both
in vitro (Yamada et al. 2004; Braga et al. 2013; Boaro
et al. 2014; da Rocha et al. 2019) and in silico simulations (Williams et al. 1987; Kowalczyk 2009; Musani
and Prabhakar 2010; Chuang et al. 2011; Rodrigues
et al. 2014; Dejak and Młotkowski 2015).
Anyway, clinical success and longevity of dental posterior restorations are related by many factors. These
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include material selection, patient oral health compliance
and the operator’s skill (Hickel and Manhart 2001).
Marginal cavity in bonded dentine cavities reflects
complex interactions between adhesive bonding, polymerization strain, stress and material elastic modulus
(Ausiello et al. 2017a). The level of shrinkage stress
and debonding in particular is probably more
depending on the shape and hence constrains of the
cavity (Correia et al. 2020).
A previous study (Chuang et al. 2011) found that
shrinkage of the deepest layer in adhesive class I posterior restorations, where an high C-factor configuration
there exist, is directly associated with the material and
may result in cervical microleakage (gap) when the stress
surpasses the resin–dentine bond strength value.
Although the effect of C-factor upon shrinkage stress
is clearly demonstrated, the relationship is more complex
than simply a ratio of bonded to unbonded surfaces and
that it is also depending on composite material volume
involved in the restoration (Watts and Satterthwaite
2008). More, Wang et al., also focused the role of the
compliance of the cavity (width deep) in the evaluation
of C-factor influence (Wang and Chiang 2016).
In the past, dentists did not restore a 4 mm deep
cavity in a single bulk filling. The incremental technique and reduced volume of the first increment of
composite were always advised to regulate the shrinkage direction and prevent microleakage (Jang et al.
2015). Today, bulk-fill dental resin composites, may
partially overcome some of these limits due to the different chemical monomers composition and translucency (Han et al. 2016; Correia et al. 2020). A
literature review (Van Ende et al. 2017) indicated that
more clinical studies are still required to fully explore
the clinical benefits of bulk-fill composites.
Therefore, the aim of the present investigation was
to calculate the mechanical behavior of different
restorative materials combinations in restore class II
MO cavities by means of a linear elastic 3D finite
element analysis (3D-FEA) under the effect of occlusal loading and polymerization shrinkage.
The null hypothesis was there is no different stress
distribution on the adhesive interfaces in the various
materials combinations used to restore the lost dental volumes.

Materials and methods
Biomechanical responses in dental applications have
been extensively investigated by means of modern
CAD–FEM (Computer Aided Design and Finite
Element Method) techniques (Martorelli and Ausiello

2013; Braga et al. 2013; da Rocha et al. 2019; Dejak
and Młotkowski 2015; Williams et al., 2005; Gloria
et al. 2018). Using these techniques, a 3D CAD model
of a sound tooth (Figure 1) was created.
Starting from the 3D CAD model, three models
with class II MO (mesio-occlusal) cavities (Figure 1)
were obtained to investigate the influence of the
restorative materials combinations in replacing different cavities volumes under occlusal loading and polymerization shrinkage.
These models were designated as A, B and C and
detailed in Table 1. The geometrical features of models
are shown in Figure 1. Different volumes were attributed
to the various materials used in the simulation of class II
MO restorations.
Generation of solid models
A solid sound tooth model was obtained using a
reverse engineering technique. The shapes of dentine
and enamel were digitized with a high resolution
micro-CT scanner system (Bruker micro-CT, Kontich,
Belgium). The image data sets were processed via
InVesalius 3.1.1 software (www.cti.gov.br/en) and 3D
tessellated surfaces were created. Starting from 3D tessellated surfaces, cross-section curves were generated
and the parametric 3D CAD model was created using
loft surfaces in RhinocerosV (Robert McNeel &
Associates, USA). Boolean operations ensured the
congruence of interfacial boundaries of dentine and
enamel. The tooth model was cut 2.5 mm below the
cervical area to obtain the final model (Ausiello
et al. 2017b).
The bucco-lingual and mesio-distal widths were
10.60 mm and 12.36 mm, respectively, and the thickness of enamel was of about 1.5 mm. Class II MO lateral internal walls had rounded modelled angles. The
tooth model was placed in a coordinate system, with
X and Y-axes for the bucco-lingual and mesio-distal
directions, respectively. The Z-axis was oriented vertically (Figure 1).
A class II MO cavity, about 4.0 mm deep in the
middle and 5.5 mm deep in the box with a bevel of
0.5 mm was shaped all along the enamel class II MO
margins was modelled in RhinocerosV and the
restored models were obtained via Boolean operations
between the cavity, enamel and dentine surfaces.
The variability of the masticatory function, depending on the contact between tooth surface and food
bolus, was incorporated by modelling food on the
occlusal surface (Figure 2).
R

R
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Figure 1. 3D CAD model of a sound tooth and three models with class II cavities.

Numerical simulation
The mechanical behavior of three restored models was
analyzed via three-dimensional FEA using Hyper
WorksV (Altair Engineering Inc, USA). Three models
of a restored tooth with a multilayer construction were
created and investigated using different material combinations (Gloria et al. 2018), as summarized in Table 1.
Hyper WorksV software was used to mesh components of the models (Giordano et al. 2012). All volumes were discretized by 4-node tetrahedral elements
CTETRA with a global size ranging from 0.05 mm to
0.15 mm. To minimize the mesh dependency of
results, due to the small radius of curvature and notch
effects, mesh refinement techniques were used
(Ausiello et al. 2011). The total number of nodes and
elements are summarized in Table 2.
Mechanical properties assigned to each material
and magnitudes of linear shrinkage (%) of shrinking
materials are given in Table 3.
All the FE analyses were focused on load during
the closing phase of the chewing cycle (Penteado
et al. 2019). The variability of chewing function was
considered dependent on the contact between food
and tooth surface (Williams et al., 2005). Solid food
R

R

apple pulp (Williams et al., 2005; Dal Piva et al. 2018)
was modelled on the occlusal surface (Figure 2) and
slide-type contact elements were used between tooth
surface and food.
It is known that shrinkage stresses in teeth restored
with composite materials may be less than those calculated on the basis of elastic model. During the curing process, stress relaxation accompanies the viscous
flow of composites and the Young modulus E and
viscosity increase rapidly. To take this into account,
the simplified approach proposed by a previous report
(Kowalczyk 2009) was used and the final shrinkage
smax was reduced according to the rule sr ¼ (sr/s)
smax. So, effective linear shrinkage sr ¼ 0.001 was
adopted in the analyses. Polymerization shrinkage for
the adhesive layers (10 lm uniform thickness) and
shrinking materials was simulated with the thermal
expansion approach by assigning a one degree drop
in temperature (Ausiello et al. 2017a). The adhesive
layer, composite resin, enamel and dentine presented
ideal interfaces with bonded contacts.
Physiological masticatory loads (Natali et al. 2010)
were simulated as an occlusal static load of 600 N and
a transversal load of 20 N. These were applied on the
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Table 1. Restorative material combinations and thickness.
Model

Adhesive layer

A

10 mm thick

B

–

C

10 mm thick

Restorative lower layer

Restorative upper layer

Flowable resin composite
(1.5 and 3 mm thick at
middle cavity and box
respectively, with
35 mm3 volume)
Glass-Ionomer cement (GIC)
(1.5 and 3 mm thick at
middle cavity and box
respectively, with
35 mm3 volume)
–

Bulk fill resin composite
(about 2.5 mm thick and
63 mm3 volume)

–

Single restorative material

Bulk fill resin composite
(about 2.5 mm thick and
63 mm3 volume)

–

–

Bulk fill resin composite
(about 4 mm at middle
cavity and 5.5 mm at the
box, with
98 mm3 volume)

Figure 2. Food bolus incorporated by modelling food on the occlusal surface.

food in the vertical and bucco-lingual directions,
respectively. These loads were simultaneously applied
in combination with shrinkage effects.
Nodal displacements on the lower surfaces of models were constrained in all directions. Static linear
analyses were carried out. The simulations were performed considering a non-failure condition and all
materials were assumed to behave elastically.

Results
The resultant stress distributions for the models were
compared and analyzed. As these materials exhibit

brittle behavior, the Maximum Principal Stress was
selected to measure the potential damage. Figure 3
shows the first principal stress distributions for enamel,
dentine and restorative material for each model due to
occlusal loads in combination with shrinkage effect.
Two cross sections along the bucco-lingual direction of
the restored tooth model were considered, CS1, including the MO middle cavity, and CS2, including the MO
cavity box. Figure 4 depicts contour plots of first principal stress for each analyzed model.
Further quantitative results were observed by
inspection line, defined along the cavity wall. For
each cross section, first principal stresses were plotted
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Table 2. Analyzed tooth models and technical features.
Model
A
B
C

Total number
of nodes

Total number
of elements

Total number of
contact elements

Total of degrees
of freedom

78,777
78,816
76,837

360,242
354,457
352,184

20,311
20,310
19,050

292,869
292,590
283,716

Table 3. Mechanical properties of materials: Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and linear shrinkage.
Material
Dentine
Enamel
Food (apple pulp)
Adhesive layer
Flowable resin composite
Glass inomer composite (GIC)
Bulk fill composite

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

Linear shrinkage (%)

18.0
80.0
3.41
4.0
8.0
8.0
12.00

0.23
0.30
0.1
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.25

–
–
–
1.0
1.0
–
1.0

References
Ausiello
Ausiello
Ausiello
Ausiello
Ausiello
Ausiello
Ausiello

et
et
et
et
et
et
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(2017a)
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(2019)
(2019)
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(2017a)

Figure 3. First principal stress distributions for enamel, dentine and restorative material for each model due to chewing load in
combination with shrinkage effect. Cross sections along the bucco-lingual direction of the tooth were considered.

along the inspection line and compared for the different models (Figure 5).
As seen in Figure 3, all the class II MO, A, B and
C models exhibited high stress concentration near the
occlusal surfaces, in CS1 as well as in CS2. The

models showed a similar stress trend along enamel–restoration interfaces, in beveled and not beveled
areas (Figure 5, up, left and right).
In the restoration, the highest stress values were
located near the edge of the enamel–dentine interface
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Figure 4. Overall contour plots of First principal stress for each analyzed model.

(Figure 3) on the occlusal surface. A and C models
(Figure 5) showed a similar stress trend along tooth
tissues–restoration interface. A similar stress trend
was showed by model B only along enamel–restoration interface, whereas the stress decreases with depth
along the dentine–restoration interface and tend to
zero at the cavity floor. This occurs for both CS1 and
CS2 cross section (Figure 5).
Observing the CS1 in Figure 5, along the dentine–restoration interface stress values of up to 6.0 MPa
and 15 MPa were recorded in the dentine and restoration, respectively, for model A, and 9.0 MPa and
19 MPa for model C. In contrast, lower values of up
to 2.5 MPa and about zero were recorded in the dentine and restoration, respectively, for model B. For
the enamel–restoration interface, the stress values of
up to 10 MPa and 24 MPa were recorded in the
enamel and restoration, respectively, for both A and
B models, while 8.0 MPa and 30 MPa for C model.
Similarly, considering CS2 in Figure 5, along the
dentine–restoration interface stress values of up to
6.0 MPa and 12 MPa were recorded in the dentine
and restoration, respectively, for model A, 9.0 MPa

and 15 MPa for model C and 1.5 MPa and about zero
for model B. Along enamel–restoration interface,
stress values of up to 6.0 MPa and 17 MPa were
recorded in the enamel and restoration, respectively,
for both models A and B, 7.5 MPa and 18.5 MPa for
model C.
In Figure 4, it is clear the difference for internal
stress distribution among model B, where no-shrinking material has been simulated in the deepest
1.5 mm layers, and model C, showed highest stress
concentrated in dentine.

Discussion
It has been shown that teeth have complex behavior
during chewing function due to anatomical arrangements based on different tissues combinations.
Chewing is also influenced by the jaw muscle activity
for different foods (Williams et al., 2005). Posterior
teeth show a stress distribution depending of shape,
rigidity and loading, and even though the mechanical
properties of most of the components are well known,

COMPUTER METHODS IN BIOMECHANICS AND BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
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Figure 5. First principal stresses plotted according to the inspection line and compared for the different models near tooth tissues–restoration interfaces. All models showed a similar stress trend along enamel–restoration interface.

it is hard to predict without a complex calculation
(Natali et al. 2010).
Enamel presents a high elastic modulus (E ¼ 80 GPa)
and dentine is a more compliant one (E ¼ 18 GPa),
these combination in posterior teeth allow an increased
fracture resistance during mastication and a uniform
stress distributions (Williams et al., 2005; Dal Piva
et al. 2018).
Several investigations on resin composite adhesive
restoration were performed using in vitro methods
(Burke et al. 1993; Sakaguchi et al. 1997; da Rocha
et al. 2019) or using in silico simulations (Dejak and
Młotkowski 2015; Ausiello et al. 2017a) and have
tested the influence of occlusal loading, polymerization shrinkage, cusps deflection, enamel crack propagation and cavities design in the stress distribution.
The knowledgement of the stress distribution in
restored teeth assist to prevent post restorative

problems (Jantarat et al. 2001). The FEA presents
advantages over the in vitro destructive tests due to it
enables the handling of a complex settings and provides a greater insight into detailed results about the
internal stress of both tooth and restorations (Ausiello
et al. 2017b, 2017c). However, a virtual FEA requires
modelling and a complex calculation with correct
boundary conditions (Dejak and Młotkowski 2015).
In adhesively restored posterior teeth the materials
must create a strong adhesive bridge between the cavity walls (da Rocha et al. 2019) to reproduce the dentine and enamel architecture as closely as possible to
the natural teeth (Ausiello et al. 2017a). The purpose
is to reduce the debonding, marginal leakage and
fracture (Aggarwal et al. 2014). Obviously, morphology, function and aesthetics must also be replicated.
In the present investigation, the mechanical response
in three models with class II MO (mesioocclusal)

8
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restorations has been simulated. The more adverse outcomes were found in models C and A. Figures 3 and 4
show the highest stresses concentration at the cavity
margin. For these models, an adhesive (E ¼ 4GPa) and
bulk-fill composite (E ¼ 12 GPa) or a combination of
adhesive (E ¼ 4 GPa) with a flowable composite
(E ¼ 8 GPa) and a bulk filling composite (E ¼ 12 GPa)
were used.
Resin composite thickness and its Young’s modulus
strongly influence the stress concentration at adhesive
interfaces particularly in terms of cusps displacement
(Jantarat et al. 2001; da Rocha et al. 2019). The present
investigation confirmed that in class II cavities the noshrinking material combination can improve the mechanical behavior of the restorations (Ausiello et al. 2017c).
For model C, the highest stress concentration at
tooth tissues and restorations interfaces (which has
been considered as a measure of failure probability)
was calculated and also the higher value of cusps displacement in the cervical area of the tooth as shown
in Figure 3. These findings have been partially shown
in large class II MOD adhesive restorations (Ausiello
et al. 2017c).
The stress results were probably not dependent on
the C-factor configuration but also upon the restorative material linearly polymerization shrinkage (Watts
and Satterthwaite 2008) and Young’s modulus.
In particular, models A and C, with cavity volume of
98 mm3, showed a different susceptibility to damage,
with highest stress levels in the cavity zone that involve
the dentine. Furthermore, model A, restored with a
more flexible material (8 GPa) mass to fill a 63 mm3 of
dental volume showed (in combination with a bulk-fill
composite, E ¼ 12GPa, volume of 35 mm3) a lower
stress level in comparison with model C where a stiffer
composite mass (12 GPa) was simulated to fill a single
layer a dental cavity volume of 98 mm3.
Model B, with a 1% shrinking bulk-fill composite
mass (E ¼ 12 GPa) in restoring a volume of 35 mm3
in combination with a no-shrinking deeper layer
(E ¼ 8 GPa, volume of 63 mm3), showed a decreases
stress trend near zero at the cavity floor (Figures
3–5). The results (Figures 4 and 5) suggest that this
combination has distinctly more consequences than
occlusal loading as previously suggested (Oliveira
Schliebe et al. 2016).
This found partially limit the role of the C-factor
in the stress generated at the class II restorations
interfaces but correlate the stresses to the cavity compliance (Wang and Chiang 2016). In the past, it was
described that an adhesive interface was able to
reduce the stresses from shrinkage and loading in

adhesive class II (Versluis et al. 2004). A possible
explanation for this behavior can be attributed to the
ratio thickness/E modulus of the restorative materials.
Observing CS1 as well as CS2 indicates that the
new generation of conventional and bulk-fill composites had not reduced shrinkage stress compared to
bulk-flow composites (Oliveira Schliebe et al. 2016).
In this context, shrinkage stress has evidently greater
influence than occlusal loading. Kim et al. (2015) concluded that despite the benefits of the bulk-fill composites, clinicians should not entirely replace the
conventional composites but combine their use when
deep cavities are considered.
Both the configuration factor and the type of bulk-fill
composite have a great impact on bonding to cavity
restorations (Van Ende et al. 2013, 2016). These findings
confirm that mathematical analyses must be considered
to study restoration C-factor and translate it to clinical
recommendations (Watts and Satterthwaite 2008).
Looking at model B, with a non-shrinking GIC
lower filling mass, it is evident that it produced the
lowest stress concentration effect (compared to models A and C) with a reduced cusp displacement. It is
evident that many factors are involved in the full
explanation of polymerization internal and marginal
shrinkage stresses, cusp displacement and marginal
failure risk in class I and II restorations (Davidson
and Feilzer 1997; da Rocha et al. 2019).
A previous report (Kowalczyk 2009) confirmed the
need of the resin based composite layering technique to
reduce the polymerization stresses in large cavities.
These findings support our results considering the influence of the restorative material stiffness and layering to
restore different volumes of the lost dental tissues. This
statement is in accord with a previous investigation
(Aggarwal et al. 2014) that suggested a possible advantage of a liner material to reduce leakage in class II restorations. In this case, the use of glass ionomer materials
should be considered (Aggarwal et al. 2014; Ausiello
et al. 2019; Han and Park 2018).
Oglakci et al. (2019) recently found in vitro by Xray microcomputed tomography the use of a GIC as
liner produced a significant reduction in gap formation when used in combination with bulk fill high viscosity composites.
Politi et al. (2018) suggested alternative tools to
reduce cuspal displacement and microleakage score in
adhesively restored molar teeth. The use of different
restorative protocols of resin based composite restoratives (conventional and bulk fill) ‘significantly
improved bond integrity and could be translated as a
validation of the limited clinical studies available on
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bulk-fill materials in the dental literature where Class
II cavities perform less well than Class I cavities following extended follow-up’.
Other factors such as light irradiation sources
(Apicella et al. 2002; Schneider et al. 2012; Zarone
et al. 2019) can influence resin composite polymerization shrinkage stress and resin monomers degree of
conversion. It would appear that light irradiation of
individual conventional resin based composites or
bulk-fill resin restoratives may be problematic such
that material selection is vital in the absence of clinical data (McHugh et al. 2017). However, the null
hypothesis of the present investigation was rejected.
This FEA, assuming isotropic elastic material materials behavior, suggests the following:
Models A and C (posterior teeth with class II MO
deep cavities) showed a different susceptibility to
damage, with the highest stress levels in the cavity
zone in model C;
Lower stress values were detected in model A
when a flowable composite restorative material was
applied to restore the deepest 65 mm3 of the dental
cavity in combination with a bulk-fill composite;
Model B showed a promising mechanical response
when a non-shrinking restorative material was applied
as the deepest restorative layer in combination with a
limited bulk-fill composite mass to fill 33 mm3 of the
dental cavity.
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